
Functions:

IR Function:

Minimum Illumination: 0 Lux

Use high efficient Taiwan array IR LED light, low-power consumption, IR distance can reach 120m

Infrared light and magnification distance matching algorithm, adjust brightness according to

magnification and infrared light from the state to achieve the desired image

Built in heat treatment device to keep the dome’s temperature lower, prevent hood fog inside

Constant current circuit design, IR LED lights’ life time can reach 30 thousands hours

System Function:

1/3” Sony high performance progressive scan CMOS, image clarity, maximum resolution can reach

1280x960

Precise motor drive, responsive, stable operation, accuracy deviation less than 0.1 degree, at any speed image without jitter

support automatic identification to Pelco-P/D under RS-485 control

Support 3D intelligent location function, realize tracking and amplification by NVR and client software

Support multi language and operation prompts, user friendly

Support data is not lost while power off

Support lightning, anti-surge, anti-surge

Protection class is IP66

Preset point monitoring/cruise scanning/pattern scanning/horizontal scan/vertical scan/random scan. Etc.

Network Function:

Adopt H.264 video compression algorithm and TI competitive newly Da Vinci process chip, platform, stable performance

Support Ethernet control, also support analog access

Can browse images through IE browser and client software and control

Support three grade user rights management

Support dual stream technology

Support two-way voice intercom (optional)

Support multi protocol, TCP/IP,HTTP,DHCP,DNS,RTP/RTCP,PPPoE（FTP,SMTP,NTP,SNMP addable）

Movement Function：

Support automatic iris, automatic focusing, automatic white balance, automatic back light compensation and low illumination (color / B&W),

manual / automatically transform function

Support privacy masking function

PTZ Function:

Pan 360 ° continuous rotation, Tilt -1 ° -91 °, support auto-flip, no surveillance blind spots

Pan speed can reach 400°/s, Tilt speed can reach 250°/s

Pan keying speed 0.1° -250°/s, Tilt keying speed 0.1° -180°/s

Support 256 preset positions, and has preset video freeze function

Supports nine cruise scanning, each preset can add 16 points

Support a pattern scan, each path is greater than 10 minutes recording time

Support the ratio zoom function, can automatically adjust the rotation speed according to multiple zoom lens

Supporting rye function, preset / pattern scan / cruise Scan / horizontal scan / Vertical Scan / Random Scan / Frame Scan / Sweep Panorama

/ Panoramic track / cruise track can stay a specified time in the idle state automatically calls (including after power into idle state)

Scenarios

It can be widely used in a wide range of high-definition monitor requires no light and low light places, such as: river, forest, roads, railways,

airports, ports, sentry, squares, parks, scenic areas, streets, railway stations, large venues, cell periphery and other places.



Model No.
Item No. XZ-IPQ130GA

Item Name 1.3MP 1/3”CMOS HD IR IP High Speed Dome

Camera

Image Sensor 1/3" Sony Progressive Scan CMOS

Effective Pixels 1280(H)×960(V)

Min. Illumination 0.5Lux/F1.6(color) 0.02Lux/F1.6(B&W) 0 Lux IR on

White Balance Auto / Manual / a WB / ATW

Gain Control Auto / Manual

S/N Ratio >50dB

BLC On / Off

Electronic Shutter 1/25~1/100,000s

Day/Night ICR with removable IR filter

Digital zoom Electronic zoom without limits

Focus Mode Automatic / Semi-automatic / Manual

Lens

Focal length 4.7-84.6mm, 18 times optical zoom

Zoom speed About 2 seconds (optical, wide angle-telephoto)

Horizontal viewing 55.2-3.2 degree(wide angle-telephoto)

Close distance 10-1500mm (wide angle-telephoto)

F-number F1.6-F2.8

Speed dome function

Pan range 360° continuous rotation

Pan speed Pan keying speed：0.1°-250°/s, speed settable Pan preset speed：400°/s

Tilt range -1°-91° ((Auto flip)

Tilt speed Tilt keying speed：0.1°-180°/s, speed settable Tilt preset speed：250°/s

Proportion zoom Support

Preset Position 256 preset positions, 176 programmable preset positions

Cruise Route 9 cruise track, each 16 presets, Article IX track 48 presets

Pattern scan 1, each path is greater than 10 minutes recording time

Power off memory Support

Rye function Preset point monitoring/cruise scanning/pattern scanning/horizontal scan/vertical

IR Function
IR distance 120 meters

IR angle Changeable based on focal length

Network Function

Network Port 10M/100M network data

Max image size 1280×960; 1280×720

Frame rate 50HZ: 20fps(1280×960P) 50HZ: 25fps(1280×720P)

Video Compression H.264, support dual stream, AVI format

Audio interface

1CH input, electric level 2Vp-p,impedance 1k Ω ,support pickup input;1CH

output,impedance 16 Ω ,30mw output power, support for connecting headphones or

amplifier

Audio treatment
Audio G711/AAC optional,support two-way voice intercom,support audio and video

synchronization

Network Protocol TCP/IP、HTTP、DHCP、DNS、RTP/RTCP、PPPoE(FTP、SMTP、NTP、SNMP addable)

Access at a time Max up to 6

User rights 3 grades: Administrator, operator, and can only view

Safe Mode Authorized user name and password, and MAC address binding

Client

Camera control Pan/Tilt, Zoom , Focus, Track and drag by click mouse,iris, Preset point and auto mode

OSD Up to 18 characters

Time Display 6 ways optional, such as time: week: date. etc.

Cruise information With the client software on each cruise to the preset path includes information read back

General Specifications

PTZ control protocol PELCO-P 和 PELCO-D(addable), protocol self adapted

Power supply DC 12V/4A

Power Consumption 40W max

Operating temperature -30 ℃-65℃

IP Grade IP66 (outdoor)；TVS 3000V lighting protection, anti-surge

Installation According to the application environment

Size Φ230.6×351.5mm (outdoor)



Weight 5.5kg

Optional bracket Wall-mounted bracket, lifting bracket, corner mount, pole mount, etc.


